Introduction
============

Aquatic microbial food webs encompass interactions between bacteria, cyanobacteria, phototrophic and heterotrophic protists, and viruses ([@bib4]; [@bib46]; [@bib59]). Models of these food webs generally characterize eukaryotic microbes as either phototrophic (capable of producing energy and fixing carbon for growth using only inorganic compounds and light) or heterotrophic (dependent on the consumption of organic material for nutrition). These characterizations greatly oversimplify trophic interactions because many microbial eukaryotic algae are mixotrophic, capable of using both inorganic and organic forms of carbon and major nutrients ([@bib15]). Although the mixotrophic nature of many algae is now recognized, the impact of this behavior in terms of carbon and nutrient cycling, as well as its ecological significance for the algae that conduct this behavior, is not widely acknowledged or understood. Some attempts have been made to classify mixotrophs in a few conceptual models ([@bib54]; [@bib1]; [@bib30]; [@bib56]), but the importance of mixotrophic organisms to food web structure and function has not yet routinely been entrained into mathematical models of food web dynamics.

Mixotrophic species exhibit a range of nutritional behaviors. Some species are predominantly phototrophic but supplement photosynthesis with a small amount of heterotrophy, while other species are predominantly heterotrophic and use photosynthesis only for extending survival when prey are scarce ([@bib20], [@bib21]; [@bib42]). Mixed nutrition appears to provide an advantage particularly in oligotrophic ecosystems ([@bib19]; [@bib53]), presumably because nutrients are often limiting to purely phototrophic protists, while strict heterotrophs are limited by prey availability. In contrast, mixotrophic protists may meet their elemental and energy demands through a mixture of photosynthesis and prey ingestion. Yet, mixotrophic algae do not dominate all ecosystems, and therefore mixed nutrition appears to impose tradeoffs that are not well understood ([@bib39]; [@bib50]).

More than 100 mixotrophic species of Chrysophyceae have been described, and sequence-based surveys of natural samples point to potentially larger diversity ([@bib2]; [@bib12]). The group presents interesting model species for investigating mixotrophy due to the wide diversity of nutritional strategies among these species. Some, such as *Uroglena americana*, appear to be primarily autotrophic but require a phospholipid that is obtained via phagocytosis of prey ([@bib22]). A similar case has been reported for *Dinobryon cylindricum*, where phagocytosis might also provide essential growth factors and/or nutrients for photosynthetic growth ([@bib9]). At the other end of the spectrum, species exist that exhibit primarily heterotrophic metabolism where phototrophy appears to be of minor significance ([@bib3]; [@bib8]; [@bib5]; [@bib44]; [@bib16]; [@bib11]; [@bib58]).

Experiments with mixotrophic algae have yielded results that outline the overall metabolism of these organisms ([@bib43]; [@bib45]), but most studies have not clearly defined the sources (phototrophy or heterotrophy) of carbon and nutrients in these species. Similarly, recent molecular studies offer insights into the metabolic potential of these algae ([@bib26]; [@bib52]; [@bib27]), but do not specifically quantify the contributions of photosynthesis and heterotrophy to mixotrophic nutrition. Stable isotope probing (SIP) offers a method to address this issue. Combining SIP with high-resolution nanometer-scale secondary ion mass spectrometry (nanoSIMS), researchers have been able to quantify and map elemental and isotopic abundances at 50--100 nm resolution in order to assess the metabolic activities and elemental flow within individual cells ([@bib6]; [@bib17]). The approach has been used to characterize the metabolic potential and anabolic activity in environmental microorganisms ([@bib34]; [@bib33]), including the utilization of different carbon substrates by deep sub-seafloor bacterial cells ([@bib31]), carbon and nitrogen utilization by cyanobacteria ([@bib36]; [@bib13]), the flux of nitrogen within coral symbionts ([@bib24]), the transfer of nitrogen from lysed algae to bacteria ([@bib47]) and the transfer of carbon to bacterial surface symbionts of a large cellulolytic protist symbiont of a lower termite ([@bib10]).

Here we apply stable isotope probing and nanoSIMS to an axenic culture of the mixotrophic chrysophyte, *Ochromonas sp*. strain BG-1 ([@bib44]). Incubations were conducted with the alga in the presence of either labeled inorganic substrates or labeled heat-killed bacteria, in order to identify and quantify the sources of carbon and nitrogen utilized by this alga. Given its affinity for bacterial prey ([@bib44]), we hypothesize that this *Ochromonas* strain, in the presence of high bacterial abundances, would acquire an elevated percentage of its carbon and nitrogen requirements through heterotrophy via the ingestion and assimilation of bacteria. Our analysis showed that while defined as a mixotroph, this strain of *Ochromonas* relies primarily on bacterial phagotrophy for both carbon and nitrogen acquisition and that photosynthesis remains a minor aspect of its nutrition.

Materials and methods
=====================

Bacterial isolation and production of heat-killed bacteria
----------------------------------------------------------

Heat-killed bacteria (HKB) were prepared as non-living prey for all experimental work in this study to avoid uptake or release of organic or inorganic substances by bacteria in the axenic culture of the chrysophyte. Bacteria from a bacterized culture of *Ochromonas* BG-1 were streaked on petri dishes with a solid agar medium containing a minimal M9 medium ([@bib29]) using ammonium as the sole source of nitrogen and glucose as the sole source of carbon. Individual colonies were transferred to 25 ml tubes containing the M9 medium (without agar), which were used to inoculate 1.5 l of medium and incubated at 20 °C on a shaker table in order to obtain large numbers of bacteria for the production of HKB. Cultures were grown to stationary phase, and cells were transferred into 200 ml bottles and heat-killed in a water bath at 70 °C for at least 1 h. Cells were transferred into 50 ml sterile Falcon tubes and concentrated by centrifugation using an Allegra 25 R centrifuge (Beckman Coulter, Inc., Brea, CA, USA) equipped with a TS-5.1-500 swinging bucket rotor (Beckman Coulter) at 5000 r.p.m for 15 min. Supernatant was discarded and cells re-suspended using sterile Milli-Q water by vortexing. Cells were centrifuged and washed at least three times. After the final wash, cells were re-suspended in sterile Milli-Q water, and aliquots were stored frozen in 2 ml Eppendorf tubes until use. The effectiveness of the heat-killing process was verified by inoculating aliquots of the HKB into rich nutrient broth and monitoring for growth.

In order to label bacteria with stable isotopes, the glucose and ammonium in the M9 medium were substituted with [d]{.smallcaps}-glucose-1-^13^C (glucose 4% final concentration, 99 atom % ^13^C, Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St Louis, MO, USA) and ammonium-^15^N chloride (18 m[m]{.smallcaps} final concentration, 98 atom % ^15^N, Sigma-Aaldrich Corp., St Louis, MO, USA). Growth, heat-killing and processing of the labeled bacteria followed the same protocol described above.

Ochromonas cultures and experimental incubations
------------------------------------------------

Cultures of *Ochromonas* sp. strain BG-1 were maintained axenic and bacteria-free on a modified DY-V recipe: medium was prepared following the Provasoli-Guillard National Center for Marine Algae and Microbiota protocol (see <https://ncma.bigelow.org/algal-recipes>) but without either MES buffer or nitrate, and with the addition of sodium bicarbonate at 95 μ[M]{.smallcaps}; the sole inorganic source of nitrogen in this medium was ammonium chloride at 50 μ[M]{.smallcaps}. Prior to the experimental incubations, an axenic *Ochromonas* culture was supplemented with HKB in order to increase the abundance of *Ochromonas*. The resulting culture was used as the inoculum for the experimental incubations once HKB had been depleted for 2--3 days (4--5 days of growth following inoculation). Three experiments combining different sources of labeled substrates/prey and light conditions were performed:

Experiment 1: *Ochromonas* was grown in triplicate cultures with labeled-inorganic substrates; ammonium-^15^N chloride (98 atom % ^15^N, Sigma-Aldrich Corp.) was added as 50% of the total ammonium (25 μ[M]{.smallcaps} ammonium-^15^N and 25 μ[m]{.smallcaps} ammonium-^14^N) and sodium bicarbonate-^13^C (98 atom % ^13^C, Sigma-Aldrich Corp.) was added as 100% of the total bicarbonate (95 μ[m]{.smallcaps}). A separate set of triplicate control cultures with unlabeled ammonium and bicarbonate was run in parallel. Initial abundances of *Ochromonas* in these cultures were \~5 × 10^3^ cells ml^−1^. Unlabeled HKB were added at abundances of 5 × 10^7^ HKB ml^−1^ to both sets of triplicate cultures at the time of inoculum with the alga to ensure that prey was initially present at high abundance. Cultures were incubated at 20 °C with constant illumination and constant mixing using a magnetic stirrer to avoid settlement of non-motile HKB. We chose stirring based on preliminary work with other *Ochromonas* strains in the lab that compared constant gentle stirring vs constant gentle shaking. In these preliminary experiments, no significant differences were observed in growth rates between these methods of mixing.

Experiment 2: *Ochromonas* was grown in triplicate cultures with ^13^C- and ^15^N-labeled HKB. A separate set of triplicate control cultures with unlabeled HKB was run in parallel. Unlabeled ammonium and bicarbonate were added to the media at the same concentrations as in Experiment 1, and initial abundances of the alga (\~ 5 × 10^3^ cells ml^−1^) and HKB (\~ 5 × 10^7^ HKB ml^−1^) were also the same. Cultures were incubated at 20 °C with constant illumination and constant mixing using a magnetic stirrer.

Experiment 3: *Ochromonas* was grown in triplicate cultures with ^13^C- and ^15^N-labeled inorganic substrates at the same concentrations previously used, unlabeled HKB at the same starting abundances, and culture conditions exactly as in Experiment 1, except that the incubation was carried out in continuous darkness. A set of control cultures with unlabeled ammonium and bicarbonate was incubated in parallel in continuous darkness.

Cultures were sampled daily for determinations of HKB and *Ochromonas* abundance and chlorophyll *a* (Chl *a*) concentration. Samples for counts of HKB were preserved with formaldehyde (3.7% final concentration) and stored at 4 °C prior to staining with DAPI using standard methods ([@bib37]). HKB were enumerated using an Olympus BX-51 epifluorescence microscope (Olympus Scientific Solutions Americas, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). Algal densities were determined from 1 ml samples preserved with 50 μl of Lugol's solution and stored at 4 °C until enumeration by light microscopy using a Palmer-Maloney chamber. Chl *a* was measured from 50 ml samples filtered onto 25 mm diameter glass fiber filters (GF/F, Whatman), extracted with 4 ml 100% acetone at −20 °C overnight in the dark, and measured using a non-acidification protocol with a Trilogy Lab fluorometer (Turner Designs, Sunnyvale, CA, USA; [@bib57]).

Samples for nutrients (ammonium and soluble reactive phosphate) were collected at the time of inoculation and periodically throughout the course of the experiments. Approximately 15 ml of sample was filtered through a 0.2 μm filter into a clean glass vial that had been previously triple-rinsed with 0.2 μm filtered Milli-Q water then triple-rinsed with 0.2 μm filtered sample water. Duplicate blanks of 0.2 μm filtered Milli-Q water were stored and analyzed for each sampling date. The vials were stored frozen until analysis at the Marine Science Institute Analytical Lab at the University of California Santa Barbara (MSI-UCSB) by flow injection analysis using a QuikChem 8000 (Lachat Instruments Div., Zellweger Analytics, Inc., Hach Company, Loveland, CO, USA).

Bulk particulate carbon and nitrogen, and ^13^C- and ^15^N-isotopes, were determined from 30--50 ml of the cultures filtered onto pre-combusted glass fiber filters (GF/F, Whatman). Samples were collected at the time of inoculation and when HKB abundance had been reduced three orders of magnitude. Carbon and nitrogen were also measured in 50--150 μl aliquots of the stock suspensions of HKB. Blank filters consisting of 20 ml of 0.2 μm filtered Milli-Q water were also analyzed. Filters were dried at 60 °C. Analysis of CHN was done at the MSI-UCSB using a CEC 440HA (Exeter Analytical; EA) following standard protocols, and an acidification step with HCl to remove inorganic carbon. The C- and N-isotopic composition of the particulate organic matter was determined as CO~2~ and N~2~ released by flash combustion using a Finnigan DELTAplus Advantage in Continuous Flow Mode coupled to an isotope ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS) Costech ECS 4010 Elemental Combustion System.

NanoSIMS analysis
-----------------

NanoSIMS analysis was conducted in order to examine the source of carbon and nitrogen (that is, inorganic vs HKB) incorporated by *Ochromonas*. Sample preparation for nanoSIMS included 2 ml of culture collected at the time of inoculation and at 48 h (the end of rapid growth of *Ochromonas* when bacterial prey had been exhausted). Samples of HKB stocks were also collected. Samples were preserved with 2X EM grade glutaraldehyde (2.5% final concentration) and stored at 4 °C until analysis. Cells were deposited onto silicon wafers (7 × 7 mm, 725 +/−25 μm thick, P-type/Boron 0.028 Ω-cm resistivity; Active Business Company GmbH, Munich Germany), washed with Milli-Q water and air dried. NanoSIMS was performed at the Caltech Microanalysis Center using a Cameca NanoSIMS 50 L instrument. Individual cells were located using the nanoSIMS CCD camera and random areas on the wafer were chosen for analysis. Algal cells were pre-sputtered with a 30 pA primary Cs^+^ beam current for 1 frame (\~12 min) and then analyzed using a 1 pA primary Cs^+^ beam current with a nominal spot size of 100 nm.

For all analyses, the beam was rastered over a square region of 10 × 10 μm for 12 min per analytical frame. Pre-sputtering was carried out on a larger region of at least 13 × 13 μm to make sure that the analytical frame was fully within the pre-sputtered area. Four masses, ^12^C~2~^−^, ^12^C^13^C^−^, ^12^C^14^N^−^ and ^12^C^15^N^−^, were collected in parallel using electron multipliers. Secondary electrons were also collected during the analysis, providing secondary electron images of the cells. Ion images were recorded at 512 × 512 pixel resolution with a dwell time of 2.5 ms per pixel and at least 4 frames per analysis, which were merged into a single frame during post-processing. A total of 33 *Ochromonas* cells from the end of the rapid growth phase of the alga were analyzed, with a minimum of 4 cells analyzed per treatment. Unlabeled HKB with a known ^15^N and ^13^C composition were measured at the start and end of all nanoSIMS measurements in order to determine the magnitude of instrumental isotope fractionation and drift during the analysis. The average nanoSIMS acquired ^15^N/^14^N and ^13^C/^12^C ratios were then compared and corrected with the elemental analysis-IRMS acquired values for the unlabeled HKB. The offset between the nanoSIMS and the elemental analysis-IRMS resulted in a correction factor of 1.1165 for ^13^C ratios and 1.0724 for ^15^N ratios. ^13^C and ^15^N cellular enrichments measured by bulk elemental analysis-IRMS and single-cell nanoSIMS analyses for the HKB were: ^15^N F~HKB~ was 0.779±0.011 (bulk elemental analysis-IRMS) or 0.901±0.001 (nanoSIMS) and ^13^C F~HKB~ was 0.041±0.00003 (bulk elemental analysis-IRMS) or 0.050±0.001 (nanoSIMS). Error values indicate standard errors.

The raw data from ion images were processed using the open-source MATLAB plugin Look\@NanoSIMS ([@bib35]). Ion images from multiple frames were corrected for dead time and quasi-simultaneous arrival (QSA) effect, accumulated and aligned. Each cell was defined as a region of interest (ROI) using the ^14^N^12^C^−^ image and compared with the corresponding secondary electron image as a guide.

Calculations
------------

The growth rates of *Ochromonas* were calculated between sampling intervals using the formula:

where μ is growth rate, (*Ochromonas*~f~) is the final abundance of *Ochromonas*, (*Ochromonas*~i~) is the initial abundance of *Ochromonas* and T~f~ and T~i~ are the final and initial sampling times in hours, respectively. Ingestion rates were calculated for the alga up to time when bacterial abundances were greatly reduced as in ([@bib44]), using the formula:

where I is ingestion rate, Δ (*Ochromonas)* the change in abundance of the alga, and T~f~ and T~i~ are the final and initial sampling times in hours, respectively.

Molar concentrations of nitrogen in HKB were calculated from CHN values of known abundances of HKB. Molar concentrations of nitrogen in *Ochromonas* were calculated from CHN values of known abundances of the alga in the inoculum at time 0, and at successive time points. Molar concentrations of dissolved inorganic nitrogen were obtained from ammonia concentrations in the cultures. Nitrogen molar concentrations associated with both HKB and *Ochromonas* biomass at the time of inoculum and when HKB were grazed to very low abundances (after 48 h, at which time nitrogen associated with HKB was negligible), were used to calculate grazing assimilation efficiency.

For nanoSIMS, all ion ratios were converted to fractional abundance using the relationship F~sample~=R~sample~/1+R~sample~, where F is the fractional abundance and R is the ratio of either ^13^C/^12^C or ^15^N/^14^N. The carbon isotope data were collected using the molecular ions ^13^C^12^C- and ^12^C~2~- and to accurately calculate the ^13^C fractional abundance from our raw ion counts, the R~sample~ was multiplied by 0.5.

Finally, to determine the sources responsible for the isotopic enrichment in *Ochromonas* cells (*f*~HKB~ or *f*~Inorg.)~, the following isotope mass balance was used for both carbon and nitrogen calculations:

assuming that:

where F~*Ochromonas*~ is the ^13^C or ^15^N fractional abundance for the alga, F~HKB~ is the ^13^C or ^15^N fractional abundance for the heat-killed bacteria, and F~Inorg~ is the ^13^C or ^15^N fractional abundance of the inorganic substrate. Nitrogen F~Inorg~ was assumed to be either 0.49 for treatments with ^15^N-ammonium chloride (based on molar additions), or 0.00367 for non-labeled treatments (based on natural abundance); Carbon F~Inorg~ was assumed to be 0.98 for treatments with ^13^C-bicarbonate or 0.0109 for non-labeled treatments. Using equations [(iii)](#equ3){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(iv)](#equ4){ref-type="disp-formula"} we solved for *f*~HKB~ (the fraction of HKB) and *f*~Inorg~ (the fraction of inorganic nitrogen or carbon) in the different experimental treatments.

Results
=======

Growth of Ochromonas sp. strain BG-1
------------------------------------

Initial abundances of *Ochromonas* in all experimental incubations ranged from 5 × 10^3^ to 1.2 × 10^4^ *Ochromonas* cells ml^−1^. Rapid growth of *Ochromonas* lasted \~2 days ([Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The growth rate throughout this entire growth phase ranged from 1.7 to 2.0 day^−1^ ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), and cell abundances increased 30- to 60-fold ([Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). HKB abundances decreased 3 orders of magnitude during this period of rapid algal growth, from the average inoculum of 5 × 10^7^ HKB ml^−1^ to an average value of 9 × 10^4^ HKB ml^−1^ after 48 h of algal grazing ([Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). HKB abundances were too low to be counted confidently after 100 h of incubation. Although algal abundance increased many-fold in the first 48 h, total Chl *a* increased only 1.4- to 3-fold for algae incubated in the light ([Figure 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), effectively resulting in decreases in the chlorophyll concentration alga^−1^ in all treatments ([Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Ammonium and phosphate during this period showed no net removal, but rather accumulated substantially in the medium during the first 48 h of the experiments ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Blank measurements of 0.2-μm filtered Milli-Q water were consistently two orders of magnitude lower than culture samples, or below the detection limit.

*Ochromonas* abundances in cultures incubated in the light did not increase significantly beyond the first 48 h of incubation ([Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, total Chl *a* concentrations continued to increase in those cultures after 48 h, resulting in increases in chlorophyll content cell^−1^ ([Figures 1c and d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Concurrently, ammonium concentrations decreased in cultures receiving light following 48 h of rapid algal growth, although phosphate concentrations continued to increase ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Cultures incubated in continuous darkness exhibited low total Chl *a* concentrations throughout the entire experiment, as well as very low cellular Chl content (dotted lines in [Figures 1c and d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Both ammonium and phosphate concentrations continued to increase throughout the experiment in *Ochromonas* cultures incubated in continuous darkness ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Consumption of HKB by *Ochromonas* averaged 15 bacteria cell^−1^ h^−1^ through the 2 days of rapid growth of the alga ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Ingestion rates were higher for the first 24 h, with values up to 50 bacteria cell^−1^ h^−1^. *Ochromonas* reduced HKB abundances three orders of magnitude after 2 days, to less than 10^5^ HKB ml^−1^. A grazing efficiency for nitrogen by the alga was estimated from algal and bacterial abundance measurements and the molar concentrations of nitrogen contained in HKB and *Ochromonas*. On the basis of those estimates, \~50% of nitrogen contained in HKB was assimilated by *Ochromonas* when grown in the light; cultures that were grown in the dark presented a slightly lower nitrogen transfer efficiency, with up to 30% of nitrogen in HKB assimilated by *Ochromonas* ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Stable isotope analysis
-----------------------

Incubations were carried out with either labeled inorganic nitrogen and carbon (as ^15^N-ammonium chloride and ^13^C-bicarbonate) or labeled heat-killed bacteria (HKB; previously grown on labeled substrates; ^15^N-ammonium and ^13^C-glucose) in order to determine the sources of nitrogen and carbon incorporated by *Ochromonas.* Isotopic ratios measured by nanoSIMS were consistent both within single cells and between cells within the same treatment. The error associated with repeated measures of the same cell (measured as a Poisson error) was always at least 2 orders of magnitude lower than the measured isotopic fractionation. For cells within the same treatment, the standard error was at least 1 order of magnitude lower than their average isotopic ratio. At the end of the period of rapid growth, all three experiments presented a significantly higher fractional abundance of both ^15^N and ^13^C in replicates incubated with an enriched isotopic substrate compared to the control replicates (ANOVA, for each treatment and isotope *P*\<0.01). *Ochromonas* was most enriched in the incubations with labeled HKB (fractional abundance for ^15^N=0.793±0.007, ^13^C=0.044±0.001; [Figures 4a and b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) followed by the incubations amended with ^15^N-ammonium and ^13^C-bicarbonate in the light (fractional abundance for ^15^N=0.028±0.003, ^13^C=0.017±0.001; [Figures 4a and b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The experiment performed with labeled inorganic substrates in the dark yielded low values (fractional abundance for ^15^N=0.012±0.0004, ^13^C=0.012±0.0001; [Figures 4a and b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

There was good agreement between nanoSIMS and bulk elemental analysis-IRMS measurements showing the same trends in enrichment ([Figures 4c and d](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), although there was a somewhat greater offset between these measurements for samples that were highly enriched, particularly for ^13^C carbon. Additional bulk elemental analysis-IRMS measurements were collected after 48 h, at time points beyond the period of rapid growth of the alga when HKB had been reduced to insignificant abundances. These measurements revealed a decrease in F for ^13^C in the treatments with labeled HKB (Experiment 2 in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), while the treatments with labeled inorganic nitrogen and carbon in the light exhibited a slight increase in fractional ^15^N (Experiment 1 in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Fractional abundances for the culture incubated in continuous darkness did not show significant changes after the depletion of HKB (Experiment 3 in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

We used the stable isotope mass balance calculations (iii) and (iv) described in the Material and Methods in order to determine the relative contributions of either organic or inorganic nitrogen and carbon sources during mixotrophic growth of *Ochromonas*. The nanoSIMS measurements of ^15^N and ^13^C enrichment of algal cells recovered from the different incubation conditions revealed that most of the nitrogen and carbon assimilated by *Ochromonas* was derived through bacterivory of the HKB, rather than CO~2~ fixation and ammonium assimilation. The results of Experiment 1 (incubated in light) and Experiment 3 (incubated in continuous darkness) using heavy isotope-labeled inorganics and unlabeled HKB indicated that 95 or 98% of algal nitrogen, and 99.4 or 99.9% of algal carbon, respectively, was derived from HKB. Experiment 2, using heavy isotope-enriched bacteria and incubated in the light, yielded slightly lower values of incorporation of nitrogen (88%) and carbon (84%) from HKB, but bacteria were still the major source of nitrogen and carbon in all experiments.

Discussion
==========

Growth and nutrient dynamics of Ochromonas sp., strain BG-1
-----------------------------------------------------------

Phagotrophy by phototrophic flagellates is believed to confer significant ecological advantages on algae that exhibit the behavior ([@bib14]), but there also appear to be limitations (although largely uncharacterized) for conducting mixed nutrition simultaneously in a single cell ([@bib39]). These constraints may involve costs or tradeoffs for maintaining dual cellular machineries (compared to specialized competitors), or perhaps cross-talk between anabolic and catabolic biochemical pathways that confound the performance of both activities simultaneously. Unfortunately, there is virtually no quantitative information on the costs and benefits of mixotrophic behaviour, nor whether both processes are carried out sequentially or simultaneously by these species. Temporal partitioning might be a mechanism for maintaining both abilities in minute cells (albeit putting one process 'on hold' at any given time). Assessing whether both behaviors are occurring simultaneously, the specific physiological benefit(s) for heterotrophic nutrition in mixotrophic algae, and the responsiveness of this behavior to abiotic and biotic variables are aspects of mixotrophic nutrition that have been difficult to establish using traditional approaches and methods.

We studied the mixotrophic chrysophyte *Ochromonas* sp. strain BG-1 because it can be grown in axenic culture (bacteria-free) and it has been previously reported to be a predominantly heterotrophic organism that attains high growth rates only in the presence of bacteria ([@bib44]). Growth in axenic culture prevented potentially complicating biological interactions and elemental flows resulting from the activities of other living microorganisms in the cultures, thereby enabling a comparison between nanoSIMS and bulk IRMS measurements and a better understanding of the specific sources of carbon and nitrogen used for growth by the alga.

Additionally, the use of a single inorganic source of nitrogen simplified our experimental design so that the only sources of nitrogen in the medium were ammonium or HKB. Algae generally possess mechanisms for the uptake and assimilation of both ammonium and nitrate, but transcriptomic data indicate that some chrysophytes, including *Ochromonas* sp. strain BG-1, might be missing the genetic capability for nitrate assimilation ([@bib52]; [@bib25]). Furthermore, MES buffer was not added to the medium in our experiments because this might have provided an alternative source of nitrogen. MES might also have constituted a source of organic carbon for the alga ([@bib44]), and its elimination ensured that the only sources of carbon in the medium were either bicarbonate or HKB. Transcriptomic analysis from experiments carried out in the same way as the ones presented in this manuscript show that the photosynthetic machinery of *Ochromonas* sp. strain BG-1 is expressed and upregulated in the presence of light ([@bib25]). This simplified approach, combined with stable isotope labeling, allowed us to determine which source(s) of nitrogen and carbon were used for growth by the alga.

Significant growth rates of *Ochromonas* in the present study were achieved only while HKB were abundant as prey ([Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Chl *a* dynamics in the culture also reflected the high growth rates due to grazing on HKB, as the concentration of Chl *a* cell^−1^ decreased by one order of magnitude during the first 48 h of incubation for cultures grown in the light as well as in continuous darkness ([Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These changes in cellular chlorophyll might be related to a dilution of Chl *a* inside the cells due to the high growth rates of the alga ([@bib18]), so that the reduction of Chl *a* cell^−1^ was a consequence of fast growing rates of the alga and not a direct reduction of chlorophyll biosynthesis rate. Nevertheless, it is also possible that there was some regulation of chlorophyll biosynthesis when HKB were present as transcriptomic analysis on this alga suggests upregulation of genes related to chlorophyll synthesis in the presence of light when HKB were depleted ([@bib25]). In any case, these observations are in agreement with previous studies of *Ochromonas* ([@bib38]; [@bib44]) that observed a well-developed heterotrophic capability, suggesting that carbon fixation and perhaps other cellular structures and processes involved in photosynthesis are reduced when growing mixotrophically, as observed for some other algae ([@bib55]).

Dissolved ammonium, as well as phosphate, accumulated in the *Ochromonas* cultures during the first 48 h of the experiments, when HKB were actively grazed ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This result indicates that excess nitrogen and phosphorous from grazed HKB were excreted by the alga. Mass balance calculations based on changes in prey/algal abundances and their cellular nitrogen contents indicated that up to 50% of the nitrogen contained in consumed HKB was assimilated by the alga, while a considerable amount of the excess nitrogen was released primarily as ammonium during the period of active bacterial grazing ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These values for nitrogen assimilation (and excretion) are consistent with assimilation efficiencies of heterotrophic protists of similar size ([@bib51]; [@bib7]), consistent with the conclusion that *Ochromonas* was growing predominantly as a heterotroph when prey were abundant. Further, transcriptomic analyses have demonstrated that different ammonium transporters are expressed by *Ochromonas* sp. strain BG-1 growing on HKB compared to growth after bacteria have been grazed to very low abundances ([@bib25]). It therefore appears that transporters for the export of ammonium out of the cell may be different than those used for ammonium uptake, as has been observed for other organisms ([@bib48]).

Interestingly, concentrations of ammonium, but not phosphate, decreased in the medium once the HKB had been removed by grazing (that is, after 48 h; [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) when *Ochromonas* was grown in the light. This result appears to indicate that the alga actively took up ammonium (but not phosphate) from the medium when bacteria were no longer available and photosynthesis was induced ([Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, both ammonium and phosphate in the cultures grown in the dark continued to rise throughout the experiment (dotted lines in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). No significant net algal population growth occurred following depletion of prey even in the light, and the explanation for the dichotomy in the uptake of these two elements is unclear. We speculate that ammonium was taken up because it was specifically required for rebuilding the photosynthetic machinery of the cell.

The continued appearance of phosphate in the culture medium during the later part of the experiments contrasts with studies of some other *Ochromonas* species that have reported an uptake of phosphate when the alga is growing autotrophically ([@bib41]). The lack of phosphate uptake by strain BG-1 might indicate that this *Ochromonas* was incapable of effective phosphate uptake (which might also explain, in part, the poor phototrophic growth capacity of this strain), or that phosphorus was not needed in significant amounts for cellular reorganization associated with the change to phototrophic growth, and therefore uptake was not stimulated by the change to phototrophy. It is unlikely that the continued increases in the concentration of phosphate were due to the decomposition of dissolved organic phosphorus compounds in the medium because the cultures had no live bacteria.

Inferences from stable isotope probing experiments
--------------------------------------------------

Stable isotope analysis (nanoSIMS and bulk elemental analysis-IRMS) revealed that both inorganic (^13^C-bicarbonate and ^15^N-ammonium) substrates and ^13^C/^15^N-labeled HKB were assimilated by *Ochromonas*, contributing to ^15^N and ^13^C cellular enrichment after 48 h of incubation ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). However, the magnitude of enrichment from inorganic substrates or HKB indicated that, during mixotrophic growth, the primary sources of carbon and nitrogen were derived from phagotrophy. Isotopic mass balance indicated that 88--95% of the nitrogen and 84--99% of the carbon were derived from HKB when *Ochromonas* was growing mixotrophically in the light. An enrichment of ^13^C was observed in algae grown in the light compared to the dark (Experiment 1 vs Experiment 3) when ^13^C-bicarbonate was available ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). However, the calculated contribution of photosynthetic carbon fixation was only 1--10% of the carbon assimilated into biomass. The greater efficiency of nitrogen incorporation from prey observed in the light relative to continuous darkness ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; Experiments 1, 2 vs Experiment 3) suggests that light played a role, albeit a minor one, in phagotrophic efficiency of the alga. Therefore, despite putative reductions in the photosynthetic machinery of *Ochromonas* growing phagotrophically on HKB (as evidenced by low cell quotas of Chl *a*; [Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), light did have a minor and positive impact on algal nutrition. Because the amount of carbon fixed by photosynthesis represented a small fraction of carbon assimilated by the alga when growing on HKB, we speculate that the photosynthetic apparatus might be providing energy rather than carbon for cellular material, as it has been hypothesized for *Ochromonas danica* ([@bib58]).

Our isotopic mass balance calculations have two caveats. First, we did not control the pH evolution within the cultures, which would have given better insights on the carbonate equilibrium that might have been affected by respiration and carbon fixation, and exchange with the atmosphere. As such, our estimate based on the experiments using labeled inorganic carbon might have underestimated the amount of inorganic carbon fixed by *Ochromonas* sp. BG-1 (1% according to the isotopic mass balance). In any case, the experiment using labeled HKB should not have been affected by this caveat, and the estimate of 10% of carbon derived from inorganic substrate is likely realistic. Second, *Ochromonas* is considered an inefficient carbon fixer due to missing carbon concentration mechanisms ([@bib28]) that increase CO~2~ concentration via the transport of CO~2~ and/or bicarbonate to the RubisCO enzyme ([@bib40]). On the other hand, transcriptomic analysis have shown that the photosynthetic machinery of strain BG-1 is functional ([@bib25]), and our experiments using labelled bicarbonate showed a significant enrichment of the ^13^C fractional abundance in *Ochromonas* ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}); therefore, *Ochromonas* sp. strain BG-1 has some capability to use inorganic carbon, albeit inefficiently.

Nevertheless, the strong heterotrophic activity of *Ochromonas* while growing mixotrophically is likely to increase the intracellular CO~2~ pool as well as its flux. As a rule of thumb, it is considered that heterotrophic protists assimilate 40% of ingested organic matter, while they release 30% and respire another 30% ([@bib49]). Based on this, the total amount of carbon released by *Ochromonas* as CO~2~ during exponential growth could be as high as the total bicarbonate added at the beginning of the incubation, which has consequences for the isotopic mass balance we have presented. If we assume that the isotopically enriched CO~2~ derived from the HKB respiration is available at the same levels as the dissolved inorganic carbon, the incubation performed with *Ochromonas* and labeled HKB indicated that \~84% of carbon was derived from the HKB. Up to 20% of the assimilated carbon derived from HKB could actually correspond to carbon that was initially respired and then fixed by *Ochromonas*. If correct, respiration derived from the phagotrophic activity would act as a carbon concentration mechanism of sorts for this *Ochromonas*. While the primary source of carbon for *Ochromonas* growing mixotrophically was derived from HKB, a non-negligible amount might have been derived from the respiration and then CO~2~ fixation of the bacterial biomass.

*Ochromonas* shifted its metabolism towards autotrophy when incubated in the light, but only after it had depleted the HKB in the cultures (≈ 48 h of growth). This shift was reflected in the bulk IRMS ^13^C fractional abundance for the treatment using labeled HKB where a reduction was observed between 48 h and 145 h (Experiment 2 in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), indicative of the incorporation of unlabeled carbon into algal biomass via light processes. Chrysophytes are generally considered poor autotrophic carbon fixers due to poor carbon concentration mechanisms ([@bib28]). Nonetheless, these results indicate that there was a significant level of inorganic carbon assimilation. A comparison of cultures grown in the light (Experiment 1 in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) and continuous darkness (Experiment 3 in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) revealed that the ^15^N fractional abundance of the dark cultures did not change after 95 h while cultures in the light continued to enrich in ^15^N, indicating that *Ochromonas* continued to assimilate nitrogen to maintain its metabolism once HKB were depleted. These results were consistent with observed decreases in the concentration of ammonium in the medium during this time period ([Figure 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), although the continued appearance of phosphate in the medium during this period is unexplained.

We obtained good overall agreement between the bulk isotope measurements and nanoSIMS measurements for nitrogen, consistent with observations in previous studies ([@bib36]; [@bib34]; [@bib23]; [Figure 4c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). However, the bulk measurements were somewhat lower in terms of fractional abundance values for carbon, particularly for highly enriched samples ([Figure 4d](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We speculate that the differences between nanoSIMS and the bulk isotope measurements for carbon may be related to the fact that nanoSIMS samples were preserved with glutaraldehyde, whereas the samples for bulk analysis were not. Fixation has been shown to influence cellular carbon ([@bib32]), although we might have expected this to dilute the ^13^C in the nanoSIMS measurements relative to the bulk values. A more likely explanation is that the single-cell measurements are not influenced by cellular debris in the culture that may be less enriched. The bulk ^13^C value may be diluted by these components relative to the nanoSIMS measurements, implying that the nanoSIMS data may more accurately reflect carbon and nitrogen uptake by the algae. However, cell to cell variability may also have contributed to the minor differences between the bulk and nanoSIMS measurements.

The use of nanoSIMS in this study represents its first application towards the study of carbon and nutrient fluxes in a mixotrophic alga, and has enabled a better understanding of carbon and energy acquisition by this species, and cellular metabolism. Our findings expand information available from traditional analyses of *Ochromonas* sp. strain BG-1 grown under various conditions of light and prey availability ([@bib44]), confirming that most of the nitrogen and carbon used for growth are obtained through its bacterial prey. Although the results cannot be directly extrapolated to all species along the continuum of algae with different mixotrophic strategies, our work validates the use of stable isotope probing experiments and nanoSIMS to better understand the metabolic underpinnings of mixotrophy in one species. Moreover, it provides an approach for assessing mixotrophic nutrition in environmental samples. *Ochromonas* sp. strain BG-1 provided an ideal model system for comparing bulk isotope analysis to nanoSIMS because bacteria were quickly removed by grazing within the first 48 h of the experiments. The agreement between these two measurements demonstrates that nanoSIMS accurately captured the dynamics of carbon and nutrient acquisition in this mixotroph, and could therefore be more broadly applied to explore mixotrophy in complex mixed communities where bulk measures would be insufficient to capture these dynamics. This and future detailed studies will continue to yield improvements in our understanding of the nutrition of mixotrophic algae.
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![Cell abundances of *Ochromonas* sp. strain BG-1 (**a**), abundances of heat-killed bacteria, HKB (**b**), Chl *a* concentration in the cultures (**c**) and Chl *a* alga^−1^ (**d**) in three experiments. Average and standard error values for three replicates are represented. Solid lines represent cultures incubated in 24 h light regimes, dotted lines indicate cultures in continuous darkness. Circles represent cultures incubated with stable isotope labeled HKB and non-labeled inorganics, triangles indicate cultures with stable isotope labeled inorganics and non-labeled HKB. Squares are control cultures grown with unlabeled inorganics and unlabeled HKB.](ismej201768f1){#fig1}

![Ammonium and phosphate concentrations (μ[M]{.smallcaps}) in three experiments with *Ochromonas* grown with heat-killed bacteria (HKB) and inorganic nutrients. Averages and standard errors for three replicates are represented. Solid lines represent cultures incubated in 24 h light regimes, dotted lines cultures in continuous darkness. Circles represent cultures incubated with stable isotope labeled HKB and non-labeled inorganics, triangles indicate cultures with stable isotope labeled inorganics and non-labeled HKB, and squares are control cultures grown with both unlabeled inorganics and unlabeled HKB.](ismej201768f2){#fig2}

![Nitrogen mass balance for the three different experiments with *Ochromonas*. All nitrogen at the beginning of the experiments was either present as organic nitrogen (associated with *Ochromonas* or HKB) or inorganic nitrogen in the medium (ammonium). Nitrogen associated with *Ochromonas* or the inoculum of HKB was calculated from CHN analysis of the two populations and cell abundances in the cultures, with values transformed to μ[M]{.smallcaps}. Dissolved ammonium was measured and transformed to μ[M]{.smallcaps} concentrations. After \~48 h of incubation, virtually all HKB were consumed by *Ochromonas*, and the nitrogen contained within HKB was assimilated into cells (area of column with dots at time 48 h) or released into the medium. Arrows represent an estimate of the percentage of nitrogen associated with HKB at time 0 and assimilated by *Ochromonas* at time 48 h, assuming that the excess nitrogen was released as ammonium.](ismej201768f3){#fig3}

![(**a**) Examples of cells analyzed by nanoSIMS, showing both unlabeled and labeled *Ochromonas*. The first row shows images of the alga obtained through secondary ion emission, the second row shows the fractional abundance for ^13^C, and the third row shows images of the fractional abundance for ^15^N. Note the different panel scales for ^13^C and ^15^N fractional abundances: the ^13^C fractional abundance color scale ranges from 0.02 to 0.1; the ^15^N color scale range varies among the four panels as differences were too wide to represent with a single scale for all panels. Columns in (**a**), from left to right, show cells in the control treatment (no stable isotope labeling), cells grown in the presence of stable isotope labeled inorganic carbon and nitrogen with unlabeled HKB (Experiment 1), cells grown in the presence of stable isotope labeled HKB and unlabeled inorganic carbon and nitrogen (Experiment 2), and cells grown in the presence of stable isotope labeled inorganic carbon and nitrogen with unlabeled HKB but incubated in continuous darkness (Experiment 3). (**b**) Plot of average (± SE) fractional abundances for ^15^N and ^13^C measured by nanoSIMS in cells from inoculum HKB, inoculum *Ochromonas* and *Ochromonas* at the end of rapid growth (\>48 h). Values for the three experiments are presented, including the stable isotope labeled and non-labeled replicates; note that error bars are often smaller than the data points. (**c**) and (**d**) show the fractional abundances for ^15^N and ^13^C, respectively, measured by nanoSIMS vs the fractional abundances measured by bulk IRMS. Samples for nanoSIMS and IRMS were collected at the same time. Diagonal lines in the plots correspond to a 1:1 equivalence.](ismej201768f4){#fig4}

![Plots of average (±s.e.) fractional abundances for ^15^N and ^13^C measured by bulk IRMS for inoculum HKB, inoculum *Ochromonas,* and *Ochromonas* at the end of rapid growth (\~ 48 h) plus two additional values for *Ochromonas* after the period of rapid growth (\>48 h). Numbers above symbols indicate the sampling time (h); non-labeled time stamps have been removed for ease of visualization because they presented similar values around the natural isotopic abundance of ^15^N and ^13^C (red symbols). Values for the three experiments are presented, including the labeled and non-labeled replicates. Note that axis scales among the three panels differ.](ismej201768f5){#fig5}

###### Growth rates and ingestion rates of *Ochromonas* in three different experiments

                                         *Experiment 1*   *Experiment 2*   *Experiment 3*                            
  ------------------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ------------ ------------ ------------
  Light                                       Yes              Yes              Yes            Yes           No           No
  Label                                       None          Inorganics          None           HKB          None      Inorganics
  Growth rate 0--48 h (μ, per day)         1.74±0.08        1.72±0.04        2.04±0.04      1.99±0.12    1.76±0.38    1.93±0.10
  Growth rate 48--148 h (μ, per day)       0.01±0.04        −0.01±0.05       -0.01±0.03     −0.01±0.03   −0.04±0.03   −0.07±0.09
  Ingestion rate (HKB per alga per h)      13.90±0.48       13.06±1.99       19.99±3.10     16.87±3.63   16.02±1.71   15.00±1.35

Each experiment had triplicate unlabeled controls and triplicate labeled cultures. Labels for the inorganic constituents were ^13^C-bicarbonate and ^15^N-ammonium. Growth rates for the alga during the first 48 h of incubation (0--48 h) and after HKB were depleted (48--148 h) are presented; ingestion rates are presented for the initial 48 h period as no ingestion was observed after HKB were depleted. HKB stands for heat-killed bacteria.
